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Building Location Co-operative Pharmacy,
108 Monnow Street

Cadw ID 2296

Locality Monmouth Grade II
County Monmouthshire Date Listed 15th August 1974
Post Code NP25 3EQ NGR SO 50540 12595

Building Description:

The building fronts the road at the southern end of Monnow Street, a few hundred yards
north of the Monnow Bridge and Gate. The building is currently covered in a cement based
render and painted cream - this being the reason for current works being undertaken to the
property.

West Elevation - A 19th century elevation to an earlier building. At ground level a central
entrance with tripartite sashes to either side, comprising four light inner sash and two
narrower two light outers. A second door sits at the northern end of the elevation and a
large carriage arch to the southern. The first floor comprises of two sash windows, the
northern most a sixteen light and the southern 12 light, between these is mounted the
pharmacy name. The elevation rises to boxed eaves and a slate roof, with a single brick
chimney intersecting the ridge.

North Elevation - A split gable elevation with projecting ground floor, of separate phase. At
ground level, two sash windows, the western of twelve light and the eastern unobserved.
The projection at ground floor rises at the eastern and western ends to a pitched slate
lean-to roof and centrally to a gable; this lower gable is of a separate phase to the main
building. At first floor the west end rises to a gable and is constructed of oak framing, with
an infill of brick noggings. The east end is constructed of stone and rises into a slate roof.

East Elevation - A gabled elevation of limestone and covered in a cement render. Two twelve
light sash windows to first floor and a single false twelve light sash to second floor level. The
elevation rises to a double stack chimney.

South Elevation - Adjoining the Waitrose building.

Frame Description:

Timber Frame - During removal of the cement render the oak framing has been revealed. A
box framed building with brick nogging infill. A principle rafter truss, with tie beam and
diminished collar forms the upper gable and six narrow tiers of framing form the frame up
to tie beam. A halved joint and single peg secures the apex of the principle trusses and a
mortice and tenon and single peg fixes these to the tie beam. Small oak studs form the
support between each tier of framing and have been nailed in position. Double trenched
purlins on each principle rafter and a ridge purlin run between the trusses and support
rafters. The tie beam extends beyond the principle rafter at the front of the building and
suggests the original façade was finished with a small parapet. The small studs and timbers
seen in the gable demonstrate that this building was built to be rendered. Bringing this
information together suggests a date of construction to the mid 17th century.

The application of a cement based render has caused considerable deterioration to the
framing below, though lack of air circulation, trapped damp and inflexibility of the cement
render to the oak frame.
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Photographic Archive

AD013_001 - Rear wing first floor north elevation.

AD013_002 - Rear wing meeting timber frame and deterioration to principle rafter.
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AD013_003 - Gable end, showing tier between tie beam and diminished collar.

AD013_004 - Gable end, showing tier between tie beam and diminished collar.
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AD013_005 - Gable end, showing lower two tiers.

AD013_006 - Gable end, showing tier between tie beam and diminished collar.
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AD013_007 - Gable end, showing tier between tie beam and diminished collar.

AD013_008 - Gable end, showing tier between tie beam and diminished collar.
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AD013_009 - Gable end, showing principle rafters and upper tier.

AD013_010 - Gable end, showing principle rafters and upper tier.
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AD013_011 - View into roof space, showing rafters, ceiling level and removed stack.

AD013_012 - Gable end, showing principle rafter down to tie beam.
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AD013_013 - Gable end, showing principle rafters and upper tier.

AD013_014 - General view towards east.
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AD013_015 - Halved joint and single peg to principle rafters.

AD013_016 - Stud and diminished collar - no pegging.
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AD013_017 - Rear wing, showing joint in stone work.

AD013_018 - General view of north elevation.
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AD013_019 - General 3/4 view of north and west elevation.

AD013_020 - General 3/4 view of north and east elevations.


